Freezefog Pro – Low Smoke Machine
Dramatic low-lying fog

Features:










Dramatic long hanging low fog
Dry, white, water based effect
Smoke output up to 41000 cbm/hr
Continuous output
Modular quick disconnect fitting for LC02
Use with low or high pressure C02
Use in conjunction with G300, GForce 2, GForce 3
Available with road case
Warranty – 24 months

Le Maitre’s Freezefog Pro creates a powerful, controllable, low-lying smoke effect or fog curtain when used in conjunction with
G300, GForce-2 or GForce-3 and specially formulated Le Maitre low smoke fluid.
Le Maitre’s Freezefog Pro is the original Low Smoke Generator or LSG, demanded by theatres, film sets, clubs, tours and theme
parks around the globe for its ability to produce thick, dry, low-lying, white smoke.
Control & Programming
 Use with G300, GForce-2 or GForce-3
 Via smoke machine - 2 channel DMX or optional Hand Held Remote
 Use in conjunction with low pressure or high pressure liquid CO2
 Automatic and continual flow control of smoke machines: An extremely high accuracy thermal monitoring system
combined with the microprocessor control and a highly stable patented heat exchanger, allows a self-management system
to automatically adjust the flow rate for maximum conditions at any temperature.

Performance
 Output (max): 41000 cubic metres/hr
 Warm up time as per smoke machines 6 - 8 mins
 Operating Time: Continuous with automatic level adjustment
 Reheat time – none
 Fluid consumption 59cc/minute
 Tested and safe for use on live stage performances

Freezefog Pro Low Smoke Machine (continued)
Fluids


Low Smoke Fluid: Creates a thick odourless cloud of fog with a short hang time. In conjunction with the CO2 it creates a low
smoke effect similar to dry ice but without the wet residue.
 Quick Dissipating Fluid: Dissipates 2x as quickly as molecular fluid. Useful where smoke rising too quickly could be an issue.
Also ideal to produce a burst of steam effect, nitrogen bursts etc.
Le Maitre's fluids are included in the "Equipment Based Guidelines for the Use of Theatrical Smoke and Haze" prepared by Environ
International Corporation and can be used in compliance with ANSI standards for theatrical fog and the PLASA (previously ESTA) Fog
Testing Program. Copies can be found on www.actorsequity.org.

Installation
 Orientation: Floor
Physical / Electrical
 Size (HxWxL):
 Weight:
 Power:

610mmx 490mmx 635mm
17.5Kg
As per Smoke Machine

Product Codes:
3001
2911C
2911E

Machine & Accessories
Freezefog Pro
Freezefog 10’ Flexible Aluminium Ducting
Freezefog Tee Piece

2904
2900
2905
2945

Fluids
Low Smoke Fluid (5L)
Low Smoke Fluid (200L)
Quick Dissipating Fluid (4x5L)
Quick Dissipating Fluid (200L)

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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